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Hi ,
 

As we start off Q3, we wanted to update you on the latest at STRIVE. Take a look to

see what's brewing:

Open Enrollment

STRIVE's Open Enrollment Webinar

It's almost that time of year again! Join us on August 22nd at 1 pm CST to learn how

to utilize STRIVE for a streamlined OE process.

Register Here

Open Enrollment Prep

Take a look at the below tips to make Open Enrollment a smooth success:

1. Start planning early - Begin organizing your communications & OE plan now

2. Simplify the process - Centralize benefits information, enrollment, and extra

materials into one location

3. Set clear deadlines early - Ensure employees know the deadline and when

they need to get everything completed by

Product Updates:

Employer Portal:

Our updated employer portal

allows for easy updates to the

user roster, changes to the app

layout, more robust reporting,

and access to enhanced in-app

communication. Contact your

CSM to learn more!
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Community Tile:

Say hello to the center of company

communication! Connect and

recognize coworkers, stay up-to-date

on company topics, provide feedback,

and much more! Think of it as a social

feed for your company, in the app.

 

Watch this video to learn more and

contact your CSM to make it live!

When was the last time you received

feedback from your employees? Easily

send a survey from the message hub

in the new portal. Compatible with any

survey platform and can even be

segmented to send to specific groups

of employees! Visit our resources

page for step-by-step on sending

messages 
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As always, thank you for being a valuable user of the app! 

 

-The STRIVE Team

Recode Health, 1850 Mountain Blvd., Oakland, CA 94611
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